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No. 4019AC: Designated XMTG LGC. Takes a two-level signal and generates a serial digital code based on the signal transi
tion s. 

No. 4019AD: Designated RCVG LGC. Takes the digital code generated by the No. 4019AC network after its transmission over 
Tl line and converts it into the original two-level signa l. 

No. 4019AE: Designated ZERO CTR LGC. Measures the number of zeros, absences of pulses on the Tl line, which occur in a 
sequence . If a sequence exceeds the allowable count, the counter takes corrective action. 

No. 40HJAF: Designated XMTG DIG CONY. Converts the incoming unipolar pulses into bi-polar pulses for transmission on the 
Tl carrier repeatered line. 

No. 4019AG: Designated INTERFACE. Provides an amplitude limiter for the two-level data signal before transmission and 
a restoral circuit which converts the analog signa l back to two-level data. 

No. 4019AH: Designated IDLE CHAN CONN. Substit uted for the No. 4019AC network in an unused channel. It permits all 
"ones" (pulses) to be sent on th e Tl line for the unused channel. 

No. 4019AK: Designated XMTG TMG 1/8. Takes pulses from the digital generator and distributes them to transmitting logic. 
It removes digits 1 and 8 from line under certain alarm condition s. Matches the code output to the input of the transmitting 
converter. 

No. 4019AL : Designated RCVG TMG 1-1/ 8. Takes pulses from the digital generator and distributes them to receiving logic. 
It loads and adapts the + PCM and -PCM pulses from the receiving converter before applying them to the receive logic 
networks. 
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